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RHIC – First Polarized Hadron Collider!
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Diverse technologies are used on 
different stages of accelerator chain
to  preserve and measure polarization
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Beam control improvement – feedbacks on ramp!

Blue orbits 

xmean 

ymean 

xrms 

yrms 

Qx 
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Qy = 2/3 
ΔQy = 0.006 

x,yrms ≈ 20 µm (!) 
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"   Slow orbit feedback on 

every ramp allows for "
"   Smaller yrms (smaller 

imperfection resonance  
strength)"

"   Ramp reproducibility (have 
24 h orbit variation)"

"   Continues fast 10 Hz 
orbit feedback eliminates 
effect of vibrating triplets"

"   Tune/coupling feedback 
on every ramp allows for"

"   Acceleration near Qy = � 
with better polarization 
transmission"



Polarization results (from Run12)
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Results from Run 12!
"   100 GeV"
"   Average store pol. from Hjet"

"
"   Pol. decay from pC polarimeters"

"   255 GeV beam"
"   Average store pol. from HJet"

"   Pol. decay from pC polarimeters"

61.8±0.5% (B); 56.6±0.5% (Y) 50.3±0.5% (B); 53.5±0.5% (Y) 

Smaller polarization at 255 GeV is due to both polarization losses
during acceleration ramp and slow polarization decay at the store.



Example of RHIC simulations of resonance 
crossing with Snakes

Qx = 0.69; Qy=0.68 Qx = 0.69; Qy=0.70

Crossing is adiabatical. In resonance zone 
spin may deviate significantly from vertical, 
but it comes back to vertical after passing the 
resonance. 

Adiabaticity of resonance crossing can be 
broken if a Snake resonance happens. Then, 
the polarization loss occurs.
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Arc Cell Layout
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12 dipoles with L=14.3m

Dipole field = 16 T

Lcell=214.755m

Circumference ~ 100 km
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FCChh lattice for spin resonance 
calculation

Normal. emittance =2.2 mm*mrad



FCChh model resonance calculation
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SRM - single resonance model

Single resonance (circular) harmonic  υn is transformed in the accelerator with the Snakes into the orthogonal 
series of linear harmonics (so, the “single” resonance is not really single in the proper frame) :

The important case is the “single resonance model”, or SRM, where single resonance (circular ) harmonic υn,
defined in the accelerator without the Snakes, is considered together with the Snake spin transformations.

•The analytical solution for the SRM with the Snakes was obtained by S. Mane.
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Mane’s solution for Snake resonances for 
SRM 

Sine-Bessel functions:

S. Mane derived the analytical solutions for the SRM with the Snakes. For instance, for the case of two 
Snakes the solution for the periodical spin vector field n is: 

The functions Am and Bm has the resonance behavior
at the snake resonance conditions:

betatron
phase

Snake axis
angle

𝜂 =
𝑣$
Ω

sin
𝜋Ω
𝑁+

Ω = 𝐺𝛾 − 𝑄$ 0 + 𝑣$ 0

𝛿 = 𝑄$ −
1
2
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Limits of SRM solution

} The SRM solution does not provide answer for:
} The resonances due to the interaction of imperfection and intrinsic resonance 

harmonics (that is integer and Qz related harmonics)

} The resonances due to the interaction of the horizontal and vertical resonance 
harmonics

} Due to interference of several strong resonance harmonics.

The general Snake  resonance 
condition is: 
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Snake resonances observation in RHIC
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Polarization improvements!

! With jump quads 
<P> = 67.6 ± 1.0 % 
 RH = 0.02 ± 0.02 

! Jump quads off time 
<P> = 62.6 ± 1.5 % 
RH = 0.07 ± 0.03 
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"   New high intensity OPPIS (A. Zelenski, Tue., 3 pm) (+5%)"
"   80 horizontal tune jump in AGS operational with high intensity beam"
"   AGS loss before extraction -> fast, on-the-fly extraction (+ 5%)"
"   Acceleration near Qv = � in RHIC operational"
"   Reduce spin tune spread by matching dispersion  

at the snake locations (+?%)"
"   0.5 – 1.0 % polarization loss during 100 and  

255 GeV stores: not understood, shorter stores?"

Resonance caused by betatron coupling.
Operational data.  (V. Ranjbar, V. Ptitsyn)

Experimental data.  (M. Bai)
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Best guess for number of Snakes in FCChh

𝜂 = 56
7
sin 87

9:

Ω = 𝐺𝛾 −𝑄$ 0 + 𝑣$ 0

𝛿 = 𝑄$ −
;
0

𝜂<=> = sin
𝜋 𝑣$
𝑁+

Effective spin resonance strength with Snakes. 
It has maximum value exactly at the resonance (Gγ = Qk):

According to this approach the number of Snakes must grow
proportionally to the resonance strength

Max intrinsic resonance strength in RHIC ~ 0.25;   2 Snakes

Then, if max resonance strength ~7,  one would need at least 60 Snakes.

But, RHIC with 2 Snakes still suffer moderate polarization loss between 100 
GeV and 250 GeV.
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Snake resonances for FCChh for different 
number of Snakes
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Plots show vertical polarization, averaged over 
betatron phase, for protons with 3σ vertical 
betatron amplitude versus fractional part of 
vertical betatron tune. 

Irregular areas characterize the snake resonance 
width.
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Helical Siberian Snakes  

Longitudinal field magnets -> unacceptable large (and energy dependent) field
Common dipole field magnets ->  large beam orbit excursion

Symmetry conditions: 
B1 = -B4 ; B2 = -B3

H1 = H4 ; H2 = H3
N1 = N4 ;  N2 = N3

(N-number of helical periods)

üThe beam orbit restoration at the snake exit
üThe rotation axis at the horizontal plane 
üOrientation of the axis and the spin rotation        

angle are defined by B1 and B2

The solution: the design of “continuous”
axis snake using four helical magnets
(V. Ptitsyn, Yu.M. Shatunov, 1994)

Rotating (helical) magnetic field: strength B, helicity H (left handed/right handed)

10.6 m

B1 = 1.3 T B2 = -4 T

On similar principles the helical magnet design
of spin rotators was also developed

B3 = 4 T B4 = -1.3 T

B
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Siberian Snakes in RHIC

Orbital excursion inside the Snake

Spin variation inside the Snake

The Snakes in their cryostats 

Helical magnets were 
designed and built at BNL
with considerable support
from RIKEN (Japan)

2002: Snakes were installed 
and commissioned 

2003: The rotators were installed
and commissioned
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Dipole magnet Snake
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} Snake with similar symmetry conditions can be 
constructed using common dipole magnets

Review: Siberian Snakes in high-energy accelerators R173

Steffen Snake

-H -V 2H 2V -2H -V H

horizontal excursion

vertical excursion

Figure 11. Schematic of the horizontal and vertical orbit excursions in a Steffen Snake.

Steffen 1986). Steffen invented a design of a family of Snakes using a sequence of alternating
vertical and horizontal dipoles, which he dubbed a ‘novel type Snake family’. Their spin
rotation axes could be oriented at any angle in the horizontal plane. They are now called
‘Steffen Snakes’. A schematic design of a Steffen Snake is shown in figure 11. The treatment
below mainly follows Lee (1997). The magnet sequence is (Steffen 1983)

SSteffen = (−H,−V, 2H, 2V,−2H,−V,H),

where H denotes a horizontal bend (vertical magnetic field) and V denotes a vertical bend
(radial magnetic field). The spacing between adjacent magnets is the same for all the magnets.
The particles enter from the left and exit on the right. The key feature of the design is
the antisymmetric configuration of the vertical magnetic fields (H bends) and the symmetric
configuration of the radial magnetic fields (V bends). The horizontal and vertical bend angles
sum separately to zero, and, in addition, the orbit displacement also cancels to zero, in both
planes. With this arrangement, the excursion of the design orbit is localized within the Snake,
and vanishes outside the Snake. It is essential that there be no quadrupoles between the
dipoles, else there are complications when matching the betatron oscillations in the Snake to
the rest of the ring. This does create a slight problem, in that there is no orbital focussing
within the Snake (which can be quite long). We shall not discuss the matching of Steffen
Snakes to the optics of the rest of the ring. The interleaving of the vertical and radial magnetic
fields in a Steffen Snake yields a set of noncommuting spin rotations. The overall spin rotation
matrix is

MSteffen = e−iψH σ3/2 eiψV σ1/2 eiψH σ3 e−iψV σ1 e−iψH σ3 eiψV σ1/2 eiψH σ3/2. (35)

The field (anti)symmetry guarantees that the spin rotation axis lies in the horizontal plane.
However, the overall spin rotation angle does not in general equal 180◦ unless the values of ψH

and ψV are chosen appropriately. Equating the above matrix product to the parametrization
in (20) yields

cos
λsπ

2
= 1 − 2 sin2 ψH sin2 ψV (36)

and

sin
λsπ

2
cos(ξ − ψH ) = −sin2 ψH sin(2ψV )

sin
λsπ

2
sin(ξ − ψH ) = −sin(2ψH ) sin ψV .

(37)

Alternatively we can express the left-hand sides using only sin ξ and cos ξ . The answer is

sin
λsπ

2
cos ξ = 2 sin2 ψH cos ψH sin ψV (1 − cos ψV )

sin
λsπ

2
sin ξ = −2 sin ψH sin ψV [cos2 ψH + sin2 ψH cos ψV ],

(38)

Although the dipole magnet Snake produces orbit excursion large than helical one, 
for FCChh energies the excursion will be small (< 5mm)



Conclusion notes
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} Scaling from RHIC polarization preservation experience  and 
using S.Mane’s model  the number of Snakes for FCChh
polarization preservation would be at least 60 (better 100). 
Choice of number of Snakes may depend on the choice of 
betatron tunes.

} Snake design: helical dipole (RHIC-like) or common dipole 
(Steffen snake) will work well.

} Difference from RHIC: fast ramping speed
} Possible advantage: faster resonance crossing would reduce effect of 

Snake resonances
} Possible disadvantage: the adiabaticity of resonance crossing has to 

be verified


